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Abstract 

Icing as a regular natural phenomenon in life poses a serious threat to human production and life, traditional mechan-
ical deicing, chemical deicing, and other methods have the shortcomings of high pollution, high energy consump-
tion, and low efficiency, which limits their applicability and effectiveness of the scene of the above methods. With 
the expansion of global economic activities in recent years, the solution to the icing problem has become imminent. 
As a result, researchers have gradually deepened their studies related to anti-icing. Inspired by the lotus leaf effect, 
hogwash, polar, marine shellfish, and other natural organisms, anti-icing/deicing coatings can be designed functional 
biomimetic through both surface micro-nano structures and the physicochemical properties of the material. Super-
hydrophobic design is based on Young’s wetting equations, Wenzel’s wetting equations, and the Cassie-Baxter model 
of the superhydrophobic behavior of the interface formed by the liquid droplets and the surface, which prevents 
the droplets from spreading out and penetration to form heat exchange. The physicochemical properties are based 
on the slow-release behavior of chemical mediators inside the coating with properties such as super-lubrication 
and anti-freezing, which reduce the residence time and nucleation temperature of droplets on the surface. The 
coating effectively blocks the occurrence of icing behavior by passive means such as ultra-low interfacial wetting, 
interfacial slip, and lowering the freezing point of droplets, which has become a hot research direction. Meanwhile, 
the active anti-icing of photo-thermal, electro-thermal, phase change and other effects with the passive anti-icing 
to play a synergistic and complementary role for further enhance the anti-icing effect of the coating. To clarity 
the design mechanism and preparation process of the anti-icing/ice-removing surfaces, the article firstly classifies 
and introduces the coatings functioned according to the different mechanisms of action, and sums up the bio-
mimetic super-hydrophobic design, the sacrificial type physicochemical characteristic. The article firstly classifies 
and introduces the functional types of coatings according to different mechanisms of action, and the latest research 
progress on the mechanism design of anti-icing coatings and their performance modification such as bionic superhy-
drophobic design, sacrificial physicochemical property design, microregion modulus control design and multifactorial 
coupling design were summarized. The problems of single-functionality and imbalance of performance of the exist-
ing coating mechanism design were analyzed and discussed, the view of the development trend and outlook 
of the development and application of icephobic coatings were put forward.
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1 Introduction
Low-temperature freezing disasters are characterized 
by complex causes, high difficulty in prevention and 
response which cause extensive direct damage to energy 
and power, transportation, construction facilities and 
other important basic livelihood areas. Some studies 
have shown that icing increases flight resistance by 70% 
[1], increases the flight accident rate by 15% [2], reduces 
the efficiency of wind power by 80% [3] and reduces the 
efficiency of heat exchange by 20% [4]. And since the 
twenty-first century in the global economy active range 
expansion and extreme weather frequent co-edition, 
ice disasters have seriously affected the development of 
human society.

The anti-icing process can be divided into two phases, 
anti-icing and de-icing. De-icing is mainly when the icing 
behavior occurs on the surface of the object, the overly-
ing ice on the surface can be effectively removed. Tra-
ditional methods include mechanical method, thermal 
method, chemical reagent method, ultrasonic guided 
wave method, etc., all of which are active de-icing meth-
ods with the help of external factor intervention, and 
there are many problems such as high energy consump-
tion, low efficiency, destructive, limitation and heavy pol-
lution [5, 6]. In particular, mechanical de-icing, which 
is still widely used in many scenarios such as aviation, 
wind power, transmission lines, etc., will bring perma-
nent damage to the equipment and is not an ideal means 
of applying in actual production. In order to completely 
solve the occurrence of icing disasters, researchers, based 
on the theory of adhesion action to prevent icing, ana-
lyzed the physicochemical properties of the material and 
the surface structural properties and reduce the possibil-
ity of adhesion occurrence by reducing the three ideas of 
supercooled liquids on the surface of the object’s hyster-
esis, contact area, and residence time [7], which is mainly 
achieved through the functional finishing and modifica-
tion of the surface of the substrates Long-term “passive” 
prevention of icing is achieved mainly through functional 
finishing and modification of the substrate surface [8]. In 
addition, the ultra-low adhesion property of anti-icing/
de-icing coatings also confers rapid autonomous de-
icing characteristics with low energy consumption, high 
efficiency and low cost [9, 10]. Currently, physicochemi-
cal properties are used to prepare functional compos-
ite coatings using materials with properties such as low 
surface energy, storage and exchange of heat, and pho-
toelectric heat. Surface structural properties are mainly 
constructed on the surface of the coating through the 
template method, chemical deposition, sol-gel method, 
laser etching and other processes to build a bionic three-
dimensional micro-nano structures with superhydro-
phobic properties [11], and the use of supercooled water 

droplets and surface micro-nano structures in the process 
of contact with the media cavity capsule so that the liquid 
in the form of a large static contact angle (WCA) and a 
small rolling contact angle (WSA) to produce the “lotus 
leaf effect” [12]. For different design ideas, researchers 
have also carried out a large number of system design 
and development work, currently in the physical and 
chemical properties of the design with the development 
of basic materials science, the coating from relying on a 
single characteristic for the anti-icing performance of 
the shortcomings of the research tends to diversify the 
interactions of materials to generate force, such as in the 
low-surface-energy super-hydrophobic coatings on the 
basis of the integration of heat-producing characteristics 
of the material. In terms of surface structure design, with 
the development of processing technology, the coating 
structure tends to be more biomimetic, making full use of 
laser etching and other fine processing technology can be 
designed and constructed in the coating surface or inter-
nal more multilevel and complex structure.

The article categorizes anti-icing/deicing functional 
coatings into superhydrophobic coatings, sacrificial 
coatings, micro-area modulus coatings, and function-
coupled coatings in terms of their mechanism and per-
formance, summarizes the most recent research progress 
on the corresponding coatings, especially new meth-
ods and ideas for the design of coatings, and highlights 
their accomplishments, summarized the current state 
of research on the relevant coatings and its accomplish-
ments, and examined the shortcomings and development 
trends of anti-icing/deicing coating technologies in order 
to serve as a guide for the investigation of future research 
directions on various coating types.

2  Bionic superhydrophobic design
The role of the ice layer on the surface of the object can 
be explained by the accumulation of ice adhesion mecha-
nism, in which the static and dynamic adhesion is greatly 
influenced by the surface wettability of the accumula-
tion of ice. The relevant theory is primarily mechanical, 
chemical bonding, and the liquid-like layer of a variety of 
mechanisms work together [13]. The primary methods of 
characterizing and establishing wettability are the WCA 
and WSA. According to the mechanism of interfacial 
wetting effect, hydrophobicity is classified into hydro-
phobic and superhydrophobic according to the solid-liq-
uid interfacial contact state and angle, in which according 
to Young’s proposed wetting state and equation for per-
fectly smooth surfaces, solid surfaces with WCA > 90° are 
considered to be hydrophobic and the surface is said to 
be superhydrophobic only when the WCA > 150° [14]. 
When a solid surface shows superhydrophilicity, water 
droplets in contact with the coated surface still maintain 
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a spheroid-like water droplet morphology, which is very 
easy to bounce or roll off, and therefore are not likely to 
adhere to the surface until the supercooled water solidi-
fies. The nanoscale waxy layer and papillary micro-nano 
structures on the surface of lotus flower can achieve 
superhydrophobic performance from both low surface 
energy and micro-nano structures based on the principle 
of bionics. Table  1 summarises the study of biomimetic 
superhydrophobic surfaces prepared by different design 
methods.

2.1  Low surface energy coating and modification
Low surface energy coating refers to the introduction of 
organic or inorganic materials with low surface energy 
characteristics in polymer coatings, to obtain modified 
coatings that isolate oxygen atoms in water molecules, 
and to reduce the adhesion strength of the coatings, 
and the low surface energy materials currently used are 
mainly fluorine-containing and silicone modified poly-
mers, which are also the two materials with the low-
est known surface energy. The verdict was found that 
the surface energy of different groups in the order from 
high to low: -CH2 > -CH3 > -CF2 > -CF3, the lowest surface 
energy -CH2 group (6.7mN/m) in the ideal smooth sur-
face closely aligned to form the WCA extreme value of 
120° [28], which is the upper limit of the WCA of a single 
smooth low-surface energy material [29].

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) was first synthesized 
by the American chemist Plunkett in 1938 with orga-
nofluoride polymers have a minimum surface energy 

of 18 mN/m, while polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) first 
appeared in 1940 [30, 31], and organosilicon polymers 
have a minimum surface energy in the range of 20–30 
mN/m [32], but due to the complex preparation condi-
tions of PTFE, PDMS became the first choice for low sur-
face energy coatings, driving the leapfrog development of 
low surface energy superhydrophobic polymer coatings. 
Numerous studies have shown that the silyloxy back-
bone of the silicone molecular chain in Fluorinated  SiO2 
(F-SiO2) NPs (NPs) surrounds the helical outward-facing 
methyl groups and have lower ice adhesion strengths 
than single fluorine-containing or silicone-based coat-
ings [33]. Cao [15] prepared superhydrophobic F-SiO2 
anti-icing coatings by template method and chemical 
vapour deposition. The coated surface showed excellent 
repulsion of water and ice at low temperatures of -10 °C 
and about 85% relative humidity, and also exhibited 
good anti-icing and de-icing performance in dynamic 
and static tests. the very low ice adhesion strength of 
14.8 kPa was reduced by 90% compared to the substrate. 
Crosslinking modification based on F-SiO2 copolymer 
materials can further enhance the hydrophobicity and 
functionality of the coatings. Wu [16] prepared anti-icing 
coatings on diverse substrates through facile spraying the 
FSC/PDMS/ F-SiO2 mixed solution with an artist’s spray 
gun. Due to the specially designed chemical structure of 
FSC, silanol groups can be easily obtained via the hydrol-
ysis of the chemically active methoxysilyl groups with 
slight moisture in the ambient environment (Fig.  1a). 
And negligible diameter variation of F-SiO2 NPs, which 

Table 1 Biomimetic superhydrophobic surfaces prepared with different design methods

Design methods Material WCA WSA Adhesion strength Literatura

Low surface 
energy coating 
and modification

F-SiO2 - - 14.8 kPa [15]

FSC15/PDMS/SiO2-F nanocomposite 160.4° 1.5° 56.7 kPa [16]

ZIF-7@ZnG@PFDS/EP superhydrophobic 164° 3.7° - [17]

SiO2-FPU superhydrophobic 162° 2° - [18]

Hierarchical PDMS NPs and PDMS MPs-P25 168.6° 3° - [19]

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and cross-linked poly[hexeafluorobisphenol 
A-co-cyclotriphosphazene] microspheres (PHC)

164° 3.7° - [20]

Polyurea ice-phobic coating (PUIC) developed from NCO-terminated pre-
polymers, polyaspartate

125.3 ± 1.6° 9.7° 23.7 kPa [21]

Micro-nano 
rough structured 
surfaces

Polymer nanocone array coatings (NC) 156° 3° - [22]

Polymer/graphene-based and F-SiO2 micro-nanoscale “radial” fiber network 
morphology

159.2° 4° - [23]

Microblock structures and nanohair structures on aluminum substrates 162° 2 ± 1° - [24]

Micron cone + submicron flower + nanograss micro-nano structure superhy-
drophobic

161° 0.5° 1.45 kPa [25]

Fabricating microscale thin-walled lattice structures coated with a superhy-
drophobic layer

165.1° - - [26]

Rough microstructure with aluminum oxide particles; fluorosurfactant 
and fluorinated alkyl silane coating

> 150° < 10° - [27]
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guarantees the potential of long-term storage and long-
distance transportation in practical application with 
WCA = 160.4° and WSA = 1.5° (Fig.  1b). the surface is 
relatively smooth at 10 wt% F-SiO2 NPs loading. As the 
F-SiO2 NPs content increased, the surface morphology 
of the coating became rougher and an increasing number 
of microscale bulges were observed at low magnification 
(Fig.  1c). the anti-icing coatings prepared at -15  °C can 
delay the freezing time up to 1860s (Fig. 1d).

Low surface energy organic coated polymer chains usu-
ally have poor mechanical wear properties and ensure 
long-lasting performance in complex and variable envi-
ronments is difficult. The coatings can be made mechani-
cally wear-resistant and self-repairing by introducing 
inorganic wear-resistant materials or grafting modifica-
tion. Zhu [17] synthesized ZIF-7@ZnG NPs with zinc 
gluconate and modified them with 1H,1H,2H,2H-per-
fluorododecyltriethoxysilane (PFDS) which epoxy resin 
(EP) as the connecting layer was introduced to prepare 
ZIF-7@ZnG@PFDS/EP superhydrophobic coatings 
(Fig. 2a). WCA = 164°, WSA = 3.7° with self-healing prop-
erties. Fu [18] synthesized mechanically robust  SiO2-FPU 
superhydrophobic coatings on a variety of substrates by a 
two-step thiol click reaction. Branched fluoroalkyl chains 
were grafted onto the polyurethane backbone and the 
flexible fluoroalkyl chains tended to migrate to the sur-
face while the strong urethane bonds were located on the 
substrate. The flexible and branched fluoroalkyl chains 
accelerate the migration to the surface of the coating 
when heated and rebuild the nanoscale structure confer-
ring self-healing properties (Fig. 2b).

The low light transmittance, poor mechanical strength 
and unsatisfactory chemical stability of superhydropho-
bic coatings greatly limit their practical applications. 
Zhu [19] proposed a hierarchical coating (P25) consist-
ing of PDMS NPs and PDMS particles (MPs) functional 
NPs, and the photoresponsive properties of P25 could be 
achieved by repeated UV irradiation and dark environ-
ment storage to achieve reversible wettability between 
superhydrophobicity and hydrophobicity. The superhy-
drophobicity and high light transmittance of more than 
76% were maintained after mechanical impact. Hong [20] 
crosslinked and polymerized PDMS with [hexafluoro-
bisphenol-A-co-cyclotriphosphonitrile] microspheres 
(PHC) (Fig. 2c) with the coatings exhibited superhydro-
phobicity (WCA = 164°, WSA = 3.7°). The coating exhib-
its exceptional mechanical durability against various 
damages due to the synergistic effect of the micro-nano 
structure surface and the strong and stable interaction 
between the PHC particles and PDMS.

Nevertheless, low ice adhesion strength is frequently 
unattainable for stiff materials with high elastic elasticity. 
The self-healing capacity at below-freezing temperatures 
is difficult to replicate for manufactured icephobic sur-
faces, and is frequently unaffordable. When combining 
various components to create icephobic materials, the 
varying moduli of the materials could lead to an uneven 
distribution and phase separation. Li [21] has revolution-
ised ice-phobicity and robustness by using a combination 
of soft and hard segments impregnated with lubricants. 
Based on this strategy, a polyurea ice-phobic coating 
(PUIC) developed from NCO-terminated prepolymers, 

Fig. 1 The fabrication process of the FSC/PDMS/SiO2-F composite coatings via spray-coating method; b Size distribution and variation of WCA 
and SA with different friction of  SiO2; c Schematic of self-cleaning (I) and anti-fouling (II) performances of the coating; d Anti-icing performance 
of FSC/PDMS/SiO2-F composite coating [16]
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polyaspartate, and dimethicone oils ensured fast and 
non-destructive ice detachment at the interface by the 
synergistic action of hydrophobicity, elastic deformation, 
and interfacial sliding (WCA ~ 125.3 ± 1.6°, WSA ~ 9.7°, 
low ice adhesion strength ∼ 23.7  kPa). In addition, the 
resulting PUIC not only withstands 5000 consecutive 
Taber abrasion cycles before the coating is completely 
worn out, but also remains ice-repellent under 50 icing/
de-icing cycles, 72  h of acid/alkali immersion, 72  h of 
UV radiation, and 240 h of neutral salt spray conditions. 
Additionally, damaged PUICs can be recovered with 
organic solvents and maintain good ice repellency. PUICs 
are ice-repellent, robust, and scalable, making them 
effective for static mass de-icing and dynamic anti-icing, 
and have great potential for practical applications.

2.2  Micro‑nano rough structured surfaces
The judgement condition of the interfacial contact angle 
theory proposed based on Young’s wetting equation is an 
ideal absolutely smooth plane, but solid surfaces in prac-
tical application scenarios are bound to have the presence 
of roughness [34]. The proposal of Wenzel’s wetting equa-
tion elucidates the basic relationship between roughness 
and contact angle, i.e., the larger the roughness, the larger 

the contact angle of hydrophobic surfaces is approxi-
mately, indicating that building surface roughness struc-
ture is an important way to regulate surface wettability 
[35]. However, the “lotus leaf effect” exists in nature with 
more complex interfacial states, and the Cassie-Baxter 
equation better explains the superhydrophobic behavior 
based on the special composite contact interface, which 
suggests that the droplets cannot fully penetrate and fit 
on the roughness surface, and more microstructures 
are needed to form air cavities (Fig.  3), i.e. increasing 
the proportion of air cavities per unit contact area [36]. 
Barghi [37] further demonstrated that the Cassie-Baxter 
model microconvex body transforms the interfacial con-
tact phase by trapping the gaseous phase, weakening the 
direct interaction with the droplet, resulting in a reduc-
tion of the energy barrier to be overcome for the droplet 
motion.

In recent years, there have been new attempts in 
micro-nano rough structure preparation processes to 
further enhance the density and uniformity of the struc-
tures. Anvesh Gaddam [38], Guo [39], Zheng [40] and 
Wang [41] constructed superhydrophobic surfaces with 
periodic micro-nano structures by femtosecond laser 
on stainless steel, copper substrate, titanium alloy and 

Fig. 2 a Preparation process of ZIF-7@ZnG nanoparticle (NP) modified PFDS superhydrophobic coating synthesized with zinc gluconate and its 
anti-icing properties [17]; b Self-healing effect of coatings 1 h after mechanical abrasion [18]; c Mechanical strengthening of PDMS surfaces by PHC 
particle micro-nano structures [20]
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aluminum alloy surfaces, respectively, obtaining sur-
faces with WCAs all exceeding 165° and sliding angles as 
low as 1.2°. Zhang [42] used a direct network embossing 
method and a layer-by-layer assembling technique on flu-
orocarbon varnish coatings for innovatively constructed 
modified silica NPs superhydrophobic coating with a 
large-area micropillar array structure. The process fur-
ther reduces the width of the micropillars to increase the 
density of microgrooves, forming a stronger air cushion 
effect and delaying the penetration of corrosive media.

In addition to the conventional micropillar array struc-
ture, researchers are also developing other forms of 
micro-nano structures to seek for more efficient super-
hydrophobic effects. Huang [22] found that regular poly-
mer nanocones coatings (NCs) arranged vertically can 
be obtained by the newly designed iCVD process using 
cohesive nano-sized monomer droplets as the nucleation 
centre, and relying on the adjusted deposition conditions 
to effectively control the height and density of the nano-
cones, and the hydrophobicity and light transmittance 
of NC was 2.2 times higher than that of the coating with 
an irregular surface microstructure. Chen [43] proposed 
an innovative combination of a macroscopic aluminum 
honeycomb structure with a superhydrophobic coating, 
which, compared to common superhydrophobic coatings, 
resulted in the reduction of the heat transfer between the 
macroscopic honeycomb wall and droplets due to the 
reduction of the heat transfer between the single drop-
lets on a the surface at -15 °C extended the summary ice 
time by 190 s. After 300 wear tests, the amount of frost 
formation increased by only 0.03  g after tilting by 60% 
(-20 °C, 75 ± 5%wt). Ge [44] femtosecond laser on polyte-
trafluoroethylene (PTFE) substrate Two novel structures, 
Siberian-Cocklebur-like microstructure and square col-
umn integrated Siberian Cocklebur-like microstructure, 
were prepared, and the microscopic morphology and 
properties (Fig. 4). Compared with the traditional struc-
ture, the new structure has a larger water contact angle in 
the low-temperature environment, which can effectively 
inhibit the vapour condensation in the microstructure 
and improve the anti-icing performance of PTFE sur-
face in the low-temperature environment. Zheng [23] 

combined polymer/graphene-based and F-SiO2 materi-
als to construct a micro-nanoscale “radial” fiber network 
morphology, and the WCA and WSA of the prepared 
coatings reached 15% and 15%, respectively, when the 
graphene content was 6 mg/ml. At a graphene content of 
6 mg/mL, the WCA and WSA of the prepared coatings 
reached 159.2° and 4°. Respectively, the lamellar structure 
of graphene and the internal fiber network morphology 
endowed the coatings with robust mechanical durability.

The droplet diameters in nature are broad and random 
make a single micro-nano structure cannot completely 
guarantee superhydrophobicity for droplets of all sizes. 
The droplet diameters in nature are broad and random, 
and a single micro- and nanostructure cannot fully guar-
antee superhydrophobicity for all sizes of droplets, and 
the established Cassie-Baxter equilibrium state can be 
easily broken. Guo [45] firstly discovered that multilevel 
micro-nanostructures can effectively provide a more 
stable Cassie-Baxter equilibrium state through a com-
parative study of hierarchically structured ice-sparing 
surfaces, individually micrometre-structured surfaces, 
ZnO nanorod-structured surfaces and smooth surfaces. 
In the process of condensation and icing, water drop-
lets absorb heat from the air in the form of contact heat 
conduction and heat radiation, while heat is dissipated 
to the cold surface through contact heat conduction and 
heat radiation between droplets and nanobristles sur-
face, which is a system of solid-liquid-air three-phase 
interface. Since the liquid-solid contact area on the sur-
face of micro-nano structures surface is small and the 
percentage of air trapped between the micro-gaps on 
the surface is high, the heat loss through contact heat 
conduction is small. Moreover, the nanomaterials can 
effectively prevent the gas-liquid interfacial slip induced 
by the Laplace pressure, so that the whole system is in a 
constrained Cassie-Baxter equilibrium. In recent years. 
Shen [24] demonstrated that when a large number of 
supercooled droplets with diameters of 20–40  μm hit 
the micro-structured superhydrophobic surfaces, their 
anti-icing performance was lower than that of the nano-
structured superhydrophobic surfaces, which indicates 
that the anti-icing performance of the structure is still 

Fig. 3 Schematic of Young, Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models of surface wetting theory
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varied depending on the This indicates that the anti-icing 
performance of the structures is still different depending 
on the size. The establishment of multilevel micro-nano 
structures with size gradient can enhance the stabil-
ity and applicability of superhydrophobicity. Currently, 

Tsinghua University constructed a new three-stage 
micro-nano structured superhydrophobic surface of 
“micron cone + submicron flower + nanograss” through a 
synergistic process of laser ablation and chemical oxida-
tion (Fig. 5a) [25]. Under the high humidity condensation 

Fig. 4 Micromorphology and hydrophobic properties of Cocklebur and Cocglebur Siberian-like structures constructed on PTFE surfaces [44]

Fig. 5 a Microstructures of tertiary micro-nano-superhydrophobic surfaces prepared by ultrafast laser composite method; b Graded condensation 
and merging of condensed droplets on a tertiary micro- and nanoscale superhydrophobic surface induces self-jumping phenomena; c 
Characterization of Cassie state stability and anti-deglaciation properties of a tertiary micro-nanoscale superhydrophobic surface [25]
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environment, the surface undergoes graded condensa-
tion and the merging-induced self-jumping phenomenon 
of condensed droplets (Fig. 5b), and the condensed sec-
ondary droplets in the tertiary micro-nano structures 
are continuously merged into the primary condensed 
droplets on the surface, so that the primary droplets 
continue to have a better stability of Cassie’s state with 
a WSA of up to 161°, while the WCA of only 0.5°, and a 
critical Laplace pressure of up to 1450 Pa, which has been 
reported to be the highest in the world, with a WSA of 
up to 161° and a WCA of only 0.5° (Fig. 5c). The critical 
Laplace pressure is up to 1450  Pa, which is the highest 
stability superhydrophobic surface reported, and ice can 
be shed by self-gravity. Multi-stage micro-nano-struc-
tures can also reduce the damage of large droplets on 
surface properties during droplet condensation through 
droplet screening. Ma [26] utilized the large tolerance of 
aggregation mismatch for jumping as well as the effec-
tive isolation mechanism of droplets between neighbored 
lattices to realize the condensation droplet screening 
through the microsized thin-walled lattice structure con-
structed on the surface of superhydrophobic layer and 
the droplets growing a little bigger than the lattice size 
bounced from the surface. surface bouncing. The maxi-
mum radius and residual volume of the droplets can be 
strictly limited to 16 μm and 3.2 nl/mm2 by designing the 
dimensions of the micro-nano structures respectively.

Superhydrophobic surfaces are currently the most 
widely researched and applied anti-icing strategy, but 
the current superhydrophobic coatings, although with 
excellent superhydrophobic anti-icing performance, have 
problems such as poor resistance to mechanical abrasion 
and chemical corrosion due to structural peculiarities, 
which seriously limit the application prospects of such 
coatings. Self-healing superhydrophobic coatings with 
self-healing ability can effectively alleviate this problem. 
The main mechanism of self-healing coatings is to make 
use of their own physical and chemical properties, under 
the stimulation of certain external factors such as light 
and heat, the activation of accelerated energy occurs in 
response to some of the reversible chemical bonding of 
the polymer to complete the self-bonding, which greatly 
reduces the time required for healing. On the other 
hand, healing agents are carried to repair the damage by 
external introduction of healing agents such as micro-
capsules, hollow-core fiber coating and construction of 
capillary system [27]. According to Zhang [46], a novel 
idea and environmentally benign technique based on a 
waterborne solution may be used to create long-lasting 
superhydrophobic and oleophobic surfaces with the abil-
ity to cure themselves. In this idea, fluorosurfactant and 
fluorinated alkyl silane were used as low surface energy 
materials, while aluminum oxide particles were used to 

provide the rough microstructure (Fig. 6a). With a water 
contact angle more than 150° and a sliding angle lower 
than 10°, the surface demonstrated good water repellent 
ability. By using the special chemical makeup and micro-
structure of layered double hydroxide (LDH) material, 
Liu [47] created an aluminum alloy 6061 superhydro-
phobic Ni-Al LDH coating with self-healing capabilities 
by hydrothermal reaction and low energy modification. 
Investigations were done into how hydrothermal fac-
tors affected the coating’s microstructure and wettability. 
The nanowall array-prepared coating shown exceptional 
superhydrophobicity with contact angles of 162.1° and 
1.9°, respectively (Fig.  6b). The coatings demonstrated 
strong resistance to a variety of hard conditions and fast 
self-healing after losing their superhydrophobicity.

Although the current self-healing coatings can improve 
this problem, there is still a lot of room for improvement 
in self-healing performance, and the related preparation 
process is complicated and time-consuming, chemi-
cal contamination of raw materials, and the healing effi-
ciency and uniformity are not high. So there is a need for 
a simple, green, and long-lasting design and preparation 
technology, which can reduce the conditions of the supe-
rhydrophobic coating in the large-scale application of the 
limitations. At the same time, in the North and South 
Polar regions and other extreme ultra-low temperature 
(below -50 ℃) conditions, supercooled water is Wen-
zel adhesion state when the anti-icing effect is greatly 
reduced, once the icing of the micro-nano structures, but 
the formation of mechanical interlocking effect is very 
difficult to remove, even if the removal of the surface 
structure of the mechanical damage caused by a large 
area of ultra-thick ice-covered solution to the problem of 
difficulty.

3  Design of sacrificial physicochemical properties
Sacrificial coatings, on the other hand, refers to the inhi-
bition of the nucleation growth or retention of super-
cooled water and ice crystals through the release of 
chemical mediators such as small molecules and lubricat-
ing fluids with certain physicochemical properties [29]. 
At present, according to the icing mechanism and pro-
cess, the more appropriate chemical media action mainly 
include two mechanism: (1) rely on molecular intercala-
tion to actively reduce the condensation point of water 
molecules, inhibit the nucleation process of supercooled 
water; (2) rely on the release of low-surface-energy lubri-
cant to form a super-lubricating isolation medium mem-
brane can reduce the strength of the surface adhesion, 
and at the same time to improve the nucleation barriers 
to inhibit the icing. Table 2 summarises the study of sac-
rificial physicochemical properties coatings prepared by 
different design methods.
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3.1  Liquid‑containing lubrication of porous surfaces
In 2011, Aizenberg of Harvard University developed a 
liquid-lubricated porous bionic surface, also known as 
liquid-infused porous superslip surface (SLIPS), inspired 
by the surface lubrication mechanism of Porcupine [51] 

(Fig. 7a). SLIPS is based on the construction of intercon-
nected interpenetrating micro-nano hierarchical porous 
structures on the surfaces of superhydrophobic mate-
rials, and a low surface energy lubricating liquid with 
water repellency is immersed and locked on the surface 

Fig. 6 a FAS and fluorosurfactant forming biphobic interaction, plasma etching forming self-healing surface [46]; b Ni-Al LDH forming microscopic 
nanopore array structure, showing excellent superhydrophobicity with contact angle of 162.1 ± 0.4°, hydrothermal reaction of self-healing process 
[47]

Table 2 Sacrificial physicochemical properties coatings prepared by different design methods

Design methods Material WCA WSA Adhesion 
strength

Literatura

SLIPS Different morphologies with NPs of different sizes and shapes, coatings with bistable 
(i.e., superhydrophobic and slippery) states

152.4 ± 5° 6 ± 1° 2.5kPa [48]

Superhydrophobic fluorinated chain segments with hydrophilic hydroxyl and amino 
groups

106° 3° - [49]

The porous framework consisted of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and softener, 
and inert dimethyl silicone oil

> 110° 20° 15 kPa [50]
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of the surface. energy lubricating liquid with hydropho-
bicity is immersed and locked in the porous matrix. 
The contact of supercooled water with the surface can 

effectively inhibit the adhesion and reduce the nucleation 
temperature due to the mutual repulsion and slip of the 
superlubricating interface, which also helps to improve 

Fig. 7 a Schematic diagram of SLIPS coated porous bionic structure with liquid lubrication [51]; b Bistable transition mechanism and hydrophobic 
properties of SLIPS-modified surfaces [50]; c Y-SLIPS Coating internal structure and oil locking mechanism [53]
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the mechanical stability of the superhydrophobic coat-
ings [52]. Li [48] proposed a new type of multifunctional 
SLPIS coatings, where the relationship between super-
hydrophobicity and lubricity was established. The clever 
adaptive conversion mechanism between superhydro-
phobicity and lubricity where superhydrophobic coatings 
with different morphologies were prepared using NPs of 
different sizes and shapes, and coatings with bistable (i.e., 
superhydrophobic and slippery) states were obtained by 
injecting dodecane, where both the superhydrophobic 
and smooth surfaces could effectively drive the move-
ment of supercooled water and retard condensation 
crystallization.

The biggest problem of SLPIS coatings at this stage is 
that the lubricating medium itself will continue to deplete 
due to gravity, external impact and other behaviors 
resulting in limited lifetime, and researchers are also try-
ing to improve the self-replenishing or oil-locking ability 
of the coatings. Li [49] constructed SLIPS with sponta-
neous micro-phase separation by a stepwise deposition 
strategy, and the superhydrophobic fluorinated chain 
segments with hydrophilic hydroxyls and amines with 
a The significant polarity difference between the super-
hydrophobic fluorinated chain segments and the hydro-
philic hydroxyl and amino groups caused the coating to 
produce spontaneous microphase separation on the sur-
face, achieving ultra-stable oil locking capability. Organic 
lubricants are generally stored between the organic poly-
mer chains of elastomers and the micro-pressure given 
by water droplets, etc. prompts the deformation of elas-
tomers in the dissolved state, and the gradual release of 
organic lubricants makes up for the loss of lubricants in 
the de-icing process, and this unique self-replenishing 
mechanism enables organic lubrication of anti-icing 
surfaces to improve durability. Qian [50]. This study 
prepared the slippery lubricant-infused porous surface 
(SLIPS) using an easy-to-use template method. Polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS) and softener made up the porous 
framework, and inert dimethyl silicone oil was poured 
into the pores to act as a lubricant. The sample was easily 
compressed under low external pressure, which caused 
silicone oil to extrude to the sample surface and increase 
surface lubrication. The silicone oil was kept inside the 
SLIPS when there was no pressure. This characteristic 
that responds to pressure prevented both rapid lubricant 
loss and prolonged exposure. The softener’s composi-
tion was changed to fine-tune the pressure-responsive 
characteristic (Fig. 7b). when under external pressure or 
magnetic field, the lubricant stored within the coating 
will be released to the surface in a staged retardation, and 
after 25 icing/de-icing cycles, the ice adhesion strength 
on the surface is still below 20  kPa. Xiang [53] created 
a dendritic porous structure while taking the lubricant’s 

“storage-depletion-healing” into account. The pore depth 
ratio and surface porosity were then tuned. Further-
more, an investigation was conducted into the anti-icing 
durability of the dendritic slippery surface, or Y-SLIPS 
(Fig. 7c). The findings indicate that 66% surface porosity 
and a 1:2 upper-to-lower pore depth ratio are the ideal 
values, respectively. In an environment with frost and 
ice, the Y-SLIPS exhibits superior anti-icing durability in 
contrast to the conventional slippery surface (I-SLIPS). 
At the 140th frosting/defrosting cycle, the Y-SLIPS sur-
passes 20 kPa, but the I-SLIPS achieves this level at the 
100th cycle. Rykaczewski [54] inspired by the functional 
and bilayered structure of poison dart frog skin, a stim-
uli-responsive antifreeze-secreting antifreeze coating 
was prepared, which consists of an outer epidermis with 
superhydrophobic pores and an inner epidermis with 
an antifreeze-injected core that slows down antifreeze 
release.

The traditional SLIPS preparation process is cum-
bersome, and the common method of substrate struc-
ture construction has a small applicable area and strict 
requirements on the substrate material, which hinders 
the large-scale application of SLIPS coatings. Starting 
from the underlying logic of SLIPS construction, the 
team from Sun Yat-sen University proposed the con-
cept of “endogenous” SLIPS coatings, thus changing 
the idea of “filling liquid lubricants into solid struc-
tures” to “growing solid structures in  situ from liquid 
lubricants” [55]. The concept of “endogenous” SLIPS 
coatings transforms the idea of “injecting liquid lubri-
cants into solid structures” to “growing solid structures 
in situ from liquid lubricants”, and enables SLIPS coat-
ings to be formed through a coating-curing process 
just like ordinary commercial coatings (Fig. 8a). Based 
on this concept, the team has cleverly applied the clas-
sic Thermal Induced Phase Separation (TIPS) method 
of porous film preparation to the one-step construc-
tion of SLIPS, which requires the polymer and diluent 
to form a homogeneous solution at high temperatures, 
and then split into phases to form a solid-liquid com-
posite structure at low temperatures. Conventional 
silicone oil-based lubricants are difficult to dissolve 
the polymer, so a third component was added to the 
system as a co-solvent to develop a polypropylene/
silicone/hexadecane ternary phase separation system. 
After the low-temperature phase separation process, a 
network structure is formed inside the coating consist-
ing of microscopic spheres connected together, and the 
lubricant is retained in the network by capillary action 
(Fig. 8b). The resulting SLIPS coating not only has good 
lubrication effect, but also has better long-term stabil-
ity than the same coating obtained by the post-infusion 
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method because the solvent adapts well to the pore 
structure during the formation process. However, it 
was found that the ternary system is not only more 
complex, with more variables that are difficult to con-
trol, but also has a high cetane freezing point (18.2 °C), 
making it difficult to use at low temperatures. In order 
to reduce the complexity of the reaction system, on 
the basis of the previous research, the “solubilizing 
group” and “lubricating group” were combined on the 
same molecule, combined with the means of molecu-
lar dynamics simulation, and the octyl silicone oil/
polypropylene system was selected as the coating con-
struction material [56] (Fig. 8c). The results of molecu-
lar dynamics simulations show that the octyl group acts 
as a “diluent” and interacts with the polypropylene to 
promote its dissolution, while the silicone group regu-
lates the compatibility of the system, allowing it to split 
into phases at low temperatures, and also acts as the 
main component of the lubricant. During the cooling 
process, it is obvious that the polymer nucleates from 
the system with the decrease of temperature and finally 
forms a particle network, and it can be concluded that 
the system has gone through the liquid-liquid split-
phase and liquid-solid split-phase phases by combin-
ing with DSC and other means (Fig. 8d). SLIPS coatings 
exhibit excellent lubrication properties, showing good 
anti-adhesion to different liquids and even high viscos-
ity honey. At the same time, the coating has excellent 

ice adhesion resistance down to 1.9 ± 0.4 kPa (Fig. 8e), 
which is promising for anti-icing applications.

3.2  Chemical slow‑release antifreeze coatings
Unlike SLIPS technology that requires surface struc-
ture, chemical slow-release coatings rely on the prepara-
tion process to embed sol systems, antifreeze, gels and 
other materials into ordinary coatings to obtain modi-
fied anti-icing coatings, where the materials slow or even 
inhibit the ice crystal nucleation process in the state of 
supercooled water by releasing chemical molecules with 
lower freezing point to reduce the freezing temperature 
of the supercooled water. He [57] firstly achieved the tri-
ple regulation of nucleation suppression, thermal con-
ductivity reduction and low adhesion is realized. The 
hydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane links are branched 
in the hydrophilic polyelectrolyte network, and the 
polyelectrolyte hydrogel is obtained after advantageous 
integration, which regulates the nature of interfacial 
water through the synergistic effect of hydrophobicity 
and ionic specificity (Fig. 9a), so that the polyelectrolyte 
hydrogel coating is effectively and slowly released, and 
the ice nucleation temperature is lower than -30 ℃, the 
ice expansion rate is lower than 0.002  cm2/s, and the ice 
adhesion strength is lower than 20kPa. Li [58] proposed a 
sustainable self-deicing surface based on an ion diffusion 
mechanism, which inhibits water droplets from freezing 
for more than 5  days, reduces the adhesion strength to 
the Pa level, and tilts the surface to slide off automatically. 

Fig. 8 Design and performance of “endogenous” SLIPS structures: a Reverse Preparation Route for SLIPS Structures [55]; b Schematic of one-step 
preparation of SLIPS coatings constructed by ternary split-phase system and macro/micro morphology of the coatings [55]; c Molecular 
dynamics simulation of polypropylene dissolution behavior in dimethicone and octyl silicone oils [56]; d Microscopic phase separation processes 
between polymers and lubricants in coating systems [56]; e Hydrophobicity and anti-adhesion properties of SLIPS coatings [56]
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The anti-icing system can be regulated up to -48.4  °C 
by modulating the ion type and concentration. Molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) simulations and in situ experimental 
studies showed that the continuous diffusion of ions into 
the ice-material interface led to the continuous melting 
of ice crystals (Fig. 9b).

The mechanism of action of sacrificial coatings relies 
heavily on the release of chemicals, and chemically 
synthesized antifreeze can be contaminated by droplet 
adhesion into the atmosphere or soil environment. In 
nature, many animals such as arthropod crustaceans, 

especially marine organisms within the North and 
South Polar seas, can tolerate extreme cold, mainly 
because organisms protect critical lethal cells from 
freezing through the combined action of their own 
internal body production of a protein with the ability 
to limit supercooling and induce freezing, the protein 
ice-nucleating agent (PIN), and cold-tolerant protein 
(ATP) [59]. Therefore, researchers have verified the 
feasibility of physiological cold-tolerance properties 
of organisms in special environments for biomimetic 
applications in industrial ice protection. Gao [59] and 

Fig. 9 a Bioinspired Design of Multifunctional Anti-icing Hydrogel Surfaces [57]; b Self-generation mechanism and nucleation inhibition effect 
of EH surface lubrication layer [58]; c Surface immobilization mode of insect antifreeze proteins and their anti-icing properties [59]; d Due to metal 
chelating ability between polydopamine catechol fraction and steel [60]; e Anti-icing mechanism and performance of bionic self-healing anti-icing 
coatings [61]
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Tian [60] combined an adhesion structural domain of 
mussel origin with the structural domain of antifreeze 
proteins derived from the yellow mealworm to obtain 
the chimeric protein multifunctional Mfp-AFP. Beetle-
derived antifreeze fragments could resist frosting and 
delay freezing (Fig.  9c), and the chimeric protein con-
taining the adhesion structural domain of dopamine 
also conferred non-selectivity of the coating towards 
the substrate (Fig. 9d).

Inevitably, anti-icing coatings are subject to mechani-
cal damage during service, and the formation of 
‘wounds’ that fail can make de-icing more difficult. 
Inspired by the self-healing “wounds” of biological tis-
sues, endowing anti-icing coatings with self-healing 
ability can mitigate the effects of damage. Shu [61] 
found the NIBS-mimicking module and amphiphilic 
ionic chain segments of PDSB bind water molecules 
separately to reduce the heterogeneous nucleation tem-
perature to -29.4  °C and the ice adhesion strength to 
38.9  kPa. Meanwhile, the self-healing of the mechani-
cal, anti-icing, and deicing properties of PDSB at -20 °C 
is achieved through the multi-dynamic bonding of the 
molecular structure with the strong hydrogen bonding, 
weak hydrogen bonding, disulfide bonding, and elec-
trostatic interactions. and de-icing properties at -20 °C 
(Fig. 9e).

Sacrificial coating in service in the process of filling 
the chemical medium due to their own gravity, adhe-
sion, etc. inevitably produce viscosity loss, although 
there have been relevant research for the inhibition of 
chemical medium loss, but the locking oil self-repair-
ing ability can not ensure that the coating’s longevity, 
resulting in the performance of the performance of the 
attenuation or even failure to seriously limit its poten-
tial for application and the existence of the preparation 

of high-cost, process complexity, poor weathering sta-
bility and other issues.

4  Microregion modulus control design
The interface state that exists during the contact pro-
cess between the liquid droplets and the coating surface 
is one of the influencing factors for the formation of ice 
crystals from the condensation of supercooled water and 
its removal process. According to the theory of material 
mechanics of the interface, in the presence of modu-
lus differences in the ice-coated coating when applying 
external forces, the ice first in the smaller modulus of the 
interface at the shedding of the formation of a local cav-
ity, and in the vicinity of the cavity to produce a stress 
field, resulting in the induced shear stresses to open the 
front of the cracks so that the cracks propagate at the 
interface [62], which reduces the strength of the ice adhe-
sion, icing can be easily slipped off. Table 3 summarised 
the study of Interfacial microzonation modulus differ-
ence surface prepared by different design methods.

4.1  Elastomeric coatings
The stress required for ice to move on the surface ranges 
from 0.2 to 10  kPa, and the normal or tangential criti-
cal separation force required to separate an adherent 
rigid mass (e.g., ice) from an elastomeric coating can be 
derived from the fracture mechanics as the following 
law: Fc ∝

√
WadE/t , with  Fc being the critical separation 

force, Wad being the interfacial adhesion energy, E and 
t being the modulus of elasticity of the elastomeric layer 
and the thickness respectively [26]. This suggests that 
lowering the elastic modulus of the coating can induce 
stress localization at the ice-material elastic interface, 
resulting in an interfacial weakening behavior to achieve 
a crack-induced de-icing strategy that effectively reduces 
the strength of ice accumulation adhesion. The elastomer 

Table 3 Interfacial microzonation modulus difference surface prepared by different design methods

Design method Material Adhesion strength Literature

Elastomeric coatings gel particles with lower modulus of elasticity composed of PDMS/gel particles two-phase 
materials

< 10 kPa [62]

polyurethane (PU) embedded with various soluble oily polymers < 10 kPa [63]

dispersing candle ash particles into a silicone rubber matrix 18 kPa [64]

a sponge-structured low modulus of elasticity (< 1 MPa) PDMS 0.9 kPa [65]

rigid nanocomposites with the elastic modulus of GPa scales (SiO2NPs, 68.9 GPa) into the sur-
face layer of elastomers (PDMS, 2.7 MPa)

10.5 kPa [66]

porous PDMS sponges sandwiched between a protective, dense PDMS layer and a textured 
metal microstructure

< 5.3 kPa [67]

multiscale interpenetrating reinforcing method < 20 kPa [68]

Low interfacial 
toughness coatings

a new surface called magnetic slippery surface in two forms of Newtonian fluid (MAGSS) 
and gel structure (Gel-MAGSS)

2 kPa [69]
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soft coating is a stress-localized viscoelastic material, 
which forms cracks at the ice-material interface when 
shearing the ice, generating a localized stress field so that 
the shear stresses continue to advance the cracks at the 
interface, ultimately separating the ice from the material.

Reducing the shear modulus of various elastomers 
can be achieved by lowering the crosslink density of the 
structure, Golovin [63] first used polyurethane (PU) 
embedded with various soluble oily polymers to pre-
pare soft anti-icing coatings with a low crosslink density, 
low elastic modulus and high slip with an ice build-up 
adhesion strength of less than 10 kPa. Using low elastic 
modulus coatings further modified to produce localized 
stressing, Irajizad [62] prepared gel particles with lower 
modulus of elasticity composed of PDMS/gel particles 
two-phase materials by using PDMS as the substrate, and 
the adhesion strength of the coated cumulus ice was less 
than 10  kPa in all cases, and it was found that debond-
ing (Fig. 10a), always occurs around the gel particles first, 
and then cracks rapidly extend to the entire interface. 
Jamil [64] prepared a low elastic modulus superhydro-
phobic coating by dispersing candle ash particles into a 
silicone rubber matrix, which simultaneously utilized 
low elastic modulus, superhydrophobicity and Irajizad-
like effects of localized stresses with an ice accumulation 
adhesion strength of only about 18 kPa. He [65] prepared 
a sponge-structured low modulus of elasticity (< 1Mpa) 
PDMS coating by the template method. This structure is 
full of internal cavities but has a flat surface, and when 
external forces are applied to the ice, the deformation of 
the internal cavities causes debonding at the interface 
between the ice and the coating, which greatly reduces 

the apparent ice adhesion strength compared to the solid 
homogeneous PDMS coatings, which have a minimum 
ice adhesion strength of only 0.9 kPa.

In addition to the local stressing of the elastomeric 
material, which plays an important role in the de-icing 
process, the “springboard effect” formed by the bouncing 
mechanism also effectively inhibits the pre-icing behav-
ior. The upward force of the elastic substrate completely 
separates the droplets by converting the surface energy 
into kinetic energy. Weisensee [71] explains the spring-
board effect and shows that the contact time of a water 
droplet impacting an elastic superhydrophobic surface 
is reduced by a factor of 2 compared to an equivalent 
rigid surface. Harmonic motion is also observed on the 
elastic/flexible substrate as it oscillates at normal fre-
quencies after droplet impact and can cause droplets 
in a pancake bounce to dislodge prematurely from the 
surface. Vasileiou [70] pioneered the method of bounc-
ing of ice crystals after icing of elastomeric coatings by 
constructing micro-nano structures on a certain flex-
ibility of low-density polyethylene film. The surface of 
flexible substrate composite with micro-nano structures 
was obtained. Due to the effective absorption and rectifi-
cation of droplet kinetic energy by the flexible substrate, 
the supercooled droplets can bounce off the flexible sub-
strate even after icing (Fig.  10b). Compared with other 
superhydrophobic coatings, elastomeric superhydropho-
bic surfaces are characterized by short contact times, 
less disruptive weaving structures and minimal droplet 
spreading without rupture.

The application of low elastic modulus coatings in 
harsh environments is limited by the degradation of 

Fig. 10 a Ice cover easily detaches from the second phase due to interfacial cracks created by the second phase under micro external forces [62]; 
b Rapid rebound of droplets on all elastic substrate contacts, slow or no rebound on other substrate parts [70]; c Rigid Nanocomposites Generate 
Stress Concentration Sites [66]
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mechanical robustness, where stress concentration due 
to surface hardening of elastomers contributes to crack-
ing of the elastomeric surface layer due to material inho-
mogeneities and geometrical irregularities. For coatings 
with fracture-weakening interfacial effects, the synergis-
tic maintenance of ultra-low ice adhesion and mechani-
cal robustness contributes to the practical application 
of elastomeric coatings. Jiang [66] revealed the effect of 
the location of stress concentration due to material inho-
mogeneity (stiffness mismatch) and geometrical irregu-
larities on the reduction of ice adhesion strength. Rigid 
nanocomposites with GPa-scale modulus of elasticity 
were added to the surface layer of elastomers to intro-
duce stress concentration sites and obtain a robust low 
ice adhesion surface (RLAS). The nanocomposite surface 
layer is rich in potential crack budding sites and hard 
NPs (Fig.  10c), which significantly reduces the adhesion 
strength while providing more than two times higher 
mechanical stiffness than that of pure elastomers. Chen 
[67] showed the presence of a protective porous PDMS 
sponge interlayer between the dense PDMS layer and the 
textured metal microstructure. The combination of high 
stiffness anchored by the structured metal surface and 
low stiffness of the PDMS coating imparts excellent ice-
phobicity to the sandwich-like structure, and the porosity 
and modulus of elasticity result in a significant increase in 
surface durability over a single PDMS coating. Wang [68] 
taking inspiration from subcutaneous tissues, proposed 
a multi-scale interpenetrating reinforcement method to 
interlock and strengthen the ultra-smooth hydrophobic 
interface, introducing epoxy resin molecular chains into 

the PDMS gel to form a high-strength molecular network 
with adjustable elastic modulus, and doping solid lubri-
cant, so that the surface can more firmly hold the liquid 
lubricant and form a solid-liquid dual lubrication effect, 
which combines the super-slip interface with the crack-
inducing interface to minimise the elastic deformation 
and fracture initiation stress threshold during ice peeling.

4.2  Low interfacial toughness coatings
Golovin [72] proved that when the icing area reaches a 
certain level, the external force required for de-icing 
is independent of the area, and is related to the interfa-
cial toughness of the material and the bonding strength 
between the substrate and the ice, which can be adjusted 
by adjusting the bonding strength. bond strength, and 
that the interfacial toughness can be altered by modu-
lating the shear modulus and thickness of the material 
to achieve large-area de-icing (Fig.  11a). Developed for 
the first time a low interfacial toughness (LIT) anti-icing 
coating that can be used to de-ice large areas (Fig. 11b). 
Low interfacial toughness (< 1  J/m2) PDMS was coated 
onto an aluminum alloy plate of about 1 m × 1 m. After 
forming 10  mm of ice at -7  °C and placing the plate at 
an inclination of 98°, the ice came off by its own gravity 
in the absence of any other external force (Fig. 11c). Ira-
jizad [69] introduced the concept of magnetic slippery 
surfaces, which utilise magnetic forces to induce liquid-
liquid inhomogeneous interfaces. These surfaces exhib-
ited extreme ice repellency with an ice adhesion strength 
of 2  kPa. however, the liquid volatile nature of these 

Fig. 11 a Strength- versus toughness-controlled fracture [72]; b LIT materials are only 1/15th as tough as aluminum; c Large-scale testing of LIT 
materials [69]
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surfaces limited their mechanical durability for long-
term applications.

Elastomeric coatings and low-toughness coatings based 
on differential microregion modulus can create stress 
localisation at the interface, promoting the generation of 
microcracks and ductile propagation, and reducing the 
ice adhesion strength to as low as 2 kPa. Meanwhile, in 
order to enhance the mechanical properties, the above 
studies have increased the mechanical strength by more 
than two times through rigid nanoparticle composites, 
sponge intercalation, network interpenetration reinforce-
ment, and functional composites. The study shows that 
when the accumulated ice reaches a certain size, the de-
icing has nothing to do with the size of the external force, 
but only depends on the interfacial toughness, which 
makes the micro-area modulus-controlled coatings 
have the prospect of large-scale de-icing applications. 
However, at present, the R&D and preparation process 
of this type of coating technology is relatively complex, 
and the cost of PDMS materials is relatively high, and the 
mechanical strength and durability need to further satisfy 
the long-lasting requirements in complex service envi-
ronments. These coatings are mostly utilised as surface 
anti-icing methods for big structural components, such 
as aircraft, ships, offshore wind power, towers, and other 
equipment, because of their low hardness qualities.

5  Multi‑factor synergistic coupling design
Due to the limitations of material properties and prepara-
tion processes, passive anti-icing surfaces have problems 
such as single function, insufficient long-term stabil-
ity, and poor anti-icing/de-icing effects under extreme 
temperature and humidity conditions. In recent years, 
researchers have demonstrated that the combination of 
passive de-icing and active de-icing multiple composite 

anti-icing can improve the stability and practicality of the 
material.

5.1  Photothermal composites
Photothermal composite materials are based on con-
ventional superhydrophobic or lubricated surface to add 
photothermal materials for modification, which photo-
thermal materials require a high solar absorption rate, 
and does not affect the original characteristics of the 
coating, according to the material can be divided into 
carbon fibers, carbon nanotubes and other carbon-based 
photothermal conversion materials, metal NPs such as 
 Fe3O4, TiN and other semiconductor materials. Current 
research is no longer limited to the coupling of two char-
acteristics, multi-factor synergistic coupling design meth-
ods and processes are gradually diversified and efficient. 
Liu [73] used silicone oil (SO) as a lubricating matrix 
filled with porous silica aerogel  (SiO2 aerogel), carbon 
nanotubes and silicone rubber mixed with beeswax to 
obtain the composite of the micro-nano structured, self-
lubricating and combined photo-thermal anti-icing coat-
ing, WCA = 162°, WSA = 4.8°, icing delay time as high as 
596 s, only one solar irradiation surface temperature rises 
rapidly to 85° C, ice crystals can be melted in 150  s. In 
addition, the beeswax phase change material endows the 
coating with efficient self-healing properties. Ultra-black 
coatings with more than 99% absorbance are widely used 
in the aerospace, optical instrument and solar energy 
industries. However, the high-temperature preparation 
conditions of ultra-black coatings limit their application 
prospects. Lin [74] used laser etching to achieve a new 
method of preparing carbon nanotube-filled resin-based 
composite ultra-black coatings based on carbon nano-
tubes at room temperature. After laser etching removes 
the pure resin film from the surface of the coatings, the 
light-contact interface is changed from air/resin to air/

Fig. 12 a IR thermal images of the pure resin film, the composite film before etching [74]; b The composite film after laser etching under xenon 
lamp irradiation [74]; c The structure and components of PSP-SPONGE obtained by depositing  Fe3O4 NPs and polydopamine
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CNTs (Fig.  12a), and the coating’s highest average light 
absorbance is 99.49%. At the same time, the surface of 
the coating was transformed from smooth to porous 
microstructure, which significantly increased the photo-
thermal conversion and improved the surface roughness 
and hydrophobicity (Fig.  12b). Yu [75] has developed a 
photothermal superhydrophobic polyurethane sponge 
(PSP-Sponge) (Fig.  12c), which is fluoridated by depos-
iting  Fe3O4 NPs and polydopamine for rapid anti-icing 
and de-icing under weak sunlight. Utilizing the insulating 
properties of the porous PSP-SPONGE, water droplets 
on the surface of the PSP- Sponge will never freeze under 
weak 0.3 kW/m2 (“0.3 suns”) sunlight in humid environ-
ments at -30 °C, while under “1 sun” exposure the ice will 
completely melt in 18 min. In addition, PSP- Sponge has 
excellent self-cleaning and self-repairing properties to 
cope with complex and changing natural environments, 
ensuring long-lasting anti-icing and de-icing perfor-
mance. In a humid outdoor environment at -30 °C, snow 
on the surface of PSP- Sponge can melt in “0.5 suns” of 
sunlight.

Photothermal materials often have weakened heat 
production capacity due to particle loss during ser-
vice, and suitable materials can be chosen to enhance 
or replace the function of photothermal particles. Lee 
[76] added carbonyl iron particles to PDMS, obtained 
magnetically responsive cilia matrix with the help of 

neodymium magnets, and coated MWCNTS NPs on 
the top layer to prepare multifunctional anti-icing 
coatings with magnetically responsive photothermal 
composite cilia arrays (MRPAs). The MRPA under-
goes immediate reversible structure-driven motion 
under an external magnetic field, and this cilia state 
transition mechanism can actively remove liquid 
droplets while ensuring superhydrophobic stabil-
ity. 97.8% or more spectral absorption provides effi-
cient photo-thermal conversion, and the icing time is 
105  s in the absence of light, and no significant icing 
behavior is observed under light conditions. Liu [77] 
formed brominated carbon nanotubes on the surface 
of PDMS film and grafted PFMA brushes by SI-CuCRP 
method to form PFMA/CNTs composite PDMS supe-
rhydrophobic films with organic-inorganic composite 
enhancement structure. After 120 sandpaper rubbings, 
the composite PDMS film with a contact angle of 170° 
still has good superhydrophobicity and can continue 
to dehydrate. It also has good abrasion resistance and 
self-healing ability, and the delayed icing time and ice 
adhesion strength are 872 s and 61.9 kPa, respectively, 
which show efficient anti-icing performance. In addi-
tion, due to the photothermal conversion ability of 
carbon nanotubes, the PFMA/CNTs composite PDMS 
superhydrophobic films showed excellent deicing 
effect under near-infrared irradiation. Guo [78] used 

Fig. 13 a Hydrolysis catalyzed by the cross-linker METES at 70 °C DBTDL produces a condensation reaction of HO-PDMS-OH and Si-OH groups 
to form the designed co-polymerized network; b Ice adhesion strength is only 18kPa, and the surface temperature of the coating can reach 46℃ 
under sunlight irradiation; c The photothermal effect of the overlying ice melts within 300 s and slides off by gravity [78]
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a combination of photothermal carbon nano-fibers, 
PDMS, and hydrophilic polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) 
to obtain PP5C5 coatings (Fig.  13a), which formed 
a reduced internal Hydrophilic PVP chain segments 
with lowered freezing point effectively prevented the 
formation of ice nuclei, and the carbon fibers absorbed 
sunlight to generate heat for de-icing (up to 10  °C/
min), while further reducing the ice adhesion strength 
on the surface of the PDMS-based coating to 18  kPa 
(Fig. 13b), and the accumulated ice was removed under 
sunlight, relying on natural conditions such as wind 
and gravity only. In addition, the new coating has good 
stability, and after 30 cycles of anti-icing tests, there 
is no significant change in the ice adhesion strength. 
the ice layer on PDMS and PP5 surfaces started to 
melt on layer surfaces, while melt at the location con-
tact with the PP5C5 and PP5C10 coating with a much 
faster melting speed than PDMS and PP5. Moreover, 
the sunlight-responsive deicing process of PP5C5 coat-
ing was depended on ice gravity and spent only 73  s 
(Fig. 13c).

5.2  Electro‑thermal composite materials
Photo-thermal composite materials require continu-
ous sunlight or infrared light to achieve a stable photo-
thermal conversion effect, the light requirements of the 
service environment make its application range is lim-
ited. Electrothermal composites can be independent 
of the service environment, and faster heating and de-
icing. Sullivan [79] developed a composite electrother-
mal anti-icing coating consisting of a thin-film electric 
heater and a superhydrophobic top coating. The coat-
ing was applied to a stainless-steel substrate by a simple 
multilayer spray process. The heating film consisted of 
a layer of copper-based epoxy resin insulated between 
layers of PDMS elastomer. Excellent thermal stabil-
ity was demonstrated at temperatures up to 100 °C. The 
 SiO2 -PDMS superhydrophobic top coating had a WSA 
of 164°, a hysteresis angle of 3° and an 83% reduction in 
ice adhesion strength compared to the substrate. The 
minimum surface power density of 0.34 W/cm2 at -20 °C 
room temperature induced water droplets to roll off the 
45° inclined superhydrophobic surface, achieving com-
plete ice protection. However, the interfacial thermal 

Fig. 14 a The dispersion behavior and modeling process of PVDF, CNT,  SiO2 nanocluster and F-SiO2 nanocluster; b The static contact angles 
and surface topography of the superhydrophobic film heater with different concentrations of spraying solution; c The fitting electrothermal 
performance curves of the heating stage at the environment temperature of -10 °C, -20 °C, and -30 °C; d The heating and de-icing 
effect of both films under loading power when the environmental temperature is -10 °C; e The freezing process delay time of droplet 
on the superhydrophobic surface with different temperatures; f The tape stripping and the wear resistance test of superhydrophobic film, 
including PVDF film, PVDF@CNT film, and PVDF@EVA@CNT film [80]
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resistance between the electrothermal and superhydro-
phobic zones during the preparation of electrothermal 
superhydrophobic composite coatings can affect the heat 
transfer efficiency. Wang [80] prepared a novel integrated 
superhydrophobic membrane heating coating by com-
bining solution casting and wet film spraying. The PVDF 
model contains 20 repeat units and the length of CNT 
model is 24.6  Å. Based on quartz crystal cell, the  SiO2 
nanocluster and F-SiO2 nanocluster were constructed 
applying the nanocluster modeling tool (Fig.  14a). The 
CNT is uniformly distributed to form a dense conductive 
network on the untreated film surface, realizing an excel-
lent electrothermal function (Fig. 14b). The superhydro-
phobic membrane heating coating has the same heating 
effect as hydrophilic membranes at room temperature 
of -30  °C at a load power of 3018 W/m2, the peak tem-
perature can reach about 87.79 °C (Fig. 14c). The super-
hydrophobic film heater with an ice adhesion strength of 
112 kPa has a 72.8% reduction over the hydrophilic film 
heater (Fig. 14d). Compared with the conventional elec-
tric heating coating, the integrated superhydrophobic 
film heater can save up to 27.37% of energy consump-
tion for de-icing at -10  °C. The anti-icing function of 
superhydrophobic film heater is effective when the film 
temperature is above −13 °C. However, the coupled elec-
trothermal function can control film temperature and 
greatly lengthen the freezing time (Fig. 14e). In addition, 
the superhydrophobic durability was enhanced by the 
interpenetrating behavior between PVDF, EVA, CNT 
and F-SiO2 (Fig. 14f ).

Conventional electric heating coatings suffer from high 
energy consumption and low thermal efficiency, and gra-
phene’s ultra-high electrical conductivity also offers the 
possibility of energy saving and efficiency enhancement 
for electrically heated coatings. Zeng [81] built a cou-
pled system combining superhydrophobic coatings with 
graphene electric heaters, and this coupled system saves 
60% of the energy compared to conventional wire heat-
ing, and the energy consumption for anti-icing saves 60% 
of the energy compared to graphene alone. heating, the 
anti-icing energy consumption was saved by 21% and the 
de-icing efficiency was improved by 250% compared to 
graphene heating alone. In addition, the “honeycomb” 
and “island” structures give the coatings better anti-icing 
effect and mechanical stability. Chen [82] verified the 
semi-interpenetrating structure of conductive graphene 
(“HCG”) siloxane hydrophobicity in the Finnish Arctic 
Circle. HCG) siloxane hydrophobic coating in the Finn-
ish Arctic Circle, and the developed coating has excellent 
anti-icing performance at a power of about 310 W/m2. 
In addition, the coating exhibited satisfactory de-icing 
performance at a power of about 570 W/m2 and suc-
cessfully removed the accumulated ice in about 10 min. 

Zhao [83] proposed a multifactorial coupled anti-icing/
de-icing coating with superhydrophobic passive anti-
icing and electro-thermal/photo-thermal active de-icing 
performance. The multifunctional anti-icing/de-icing 
coating was prepared using fluorinated epoxy resin and 
carbon/PTFE particles, and the synergistic ice-removal 
mechanism was verified by characterising the different 
freezing states of water droplets on the surface: repel-
ling water droplets before freezing occurs, delaying icing 
during freezing, and significantly reducing ice adhesion 
after freezing by the microscale water film generated by 
heating.

5.3  Phase change composites
The thermoregulatory ability of phase change materials 
to absorb and release large amounts of latent heat can 
delay ice crystal nucleation and accelerate the process of 
ice melt shedding. Heat storage and release is driven by 
the temperature difference, the coating can be defined as 
having a “temperature switch” effect. Phase change anti-
icing coatings have been studied relatively extensively, 
and their performance has been verified and applied 
numerous times. Combining phase change materials 
with other passive anti-icing strategies (e.g. self-lubri-
cating coatings) can improve the anti-icing performance. 
However, the energy storage efficiency of phase change 
materials can be severely compromised after many alter-
nating cycles of use due to leakage, failure, etc., which 
puts higher requirements on the modification and encap-
sulation of phase change materials. Yuan [84] n-tetrade-
cane and nucleating agents to obtain the desired phase 
change temperature to apply it to Permanent Room 
Temperature Vulcanised (PRTV) silicone rubber, pre-
pared phase change microcapsules (MPCM/PRTV) 
coatings (Fig.  15a). The spectrum of MPCMs contained 
all the characteristic absorption peaks of n-tetradecane 
and MUF resin, manifesting that n-tetradecane has been 
microencapsulated into MUF resin shell successfully 
with no reaction between the core and wall materials 
(Fig.  15b). N-tetradecane as the core material and C36 
as the nucleating agent, the prepared microcapsules have 
suitable phase transition temperature and higher latent 
heat (Fig. 15c). The release of latent heat from the MPCM 
in the coating and surface roughening synergistically 
extend the freezing time of water droplets from 1381 to 
3432 s. In addition, the MPCM in the coating can repeat-
edly absorb and release energy and maintain its integrity 
without cracking during icing/thawing cycles, and the 
anti-icing/de-icing properties of the MPCM/PRTV coat-
ings showed durability (Fig. 15d). Shamshir [85] prepared 
ice-phobic by impregnating an elastomeric matrix con-
taining PEG-PDMS copolymers with PCM microcap-
sules. The content of PCM microcapsules also directly 
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affects the self-lubricating properties and latent heat 
release properties of the matrix containing PEG-PDMS 
copolymer, and the high content contributes to a further 
reduction in ice adhesion.

6  Conclusions and outlook
At present, the main R&D direction of anti-icing coat-
ings is still based on the previous biomimetic materials, 
such as the earliest superhydrophobic surface developed 
by the lotus leaf-like effect, and the preliminary discovery 
of biomimetic antifreeze proteins. The evolution of bio-
logical functions in nature always provides researchers 
with a constant source of inspiration, and more biomi-
metic coatings will become a reality with the continu-
ous development of new materials and new processes. In 
this article, the design mechanisms of anti-icing coat-
ings are classified into superhydrophobicity, sacrificial 

physicochemical material release, microregion modu-
lus differentiation, and multifactorial coupling from 
the perspective of icing process and anti-icing mecha-
nism, focusing on the summary and analysis of the lat-
est advances in the design and preparation of coatings of 
each mechanism, and discussing the performance advan-
tages and shortcomings of surfaces of the corresponding 
mechanisms.

Compared with active de-icing, the passive anti-icing 
method of constructing anti-icing and ice-phobic sur-
faces can form a systematic de-icing effect in the whole 
process before, during, and after icing. Superhydro-
phobic surface coatings form a low contact angle and 
a small contact area at the interface through low sur-
face energetics and superhydrophobicity, and micro-
nano structured superhydrophobic surfaces are at 
the expense of the thickness of the samples, and the 

Fig. 15 a Schematic fabrication of MPCMs via in-situ polymerization and MPCM/PRTV coating by dip coating methods; b Size distribution 
of MPCMs and FTIR spectra of n-tetradecane, MUF resin and MPCMs; c DSC heating and freezing curves of n-tetradecane and MPCMs 
with and without nucleating agents; d Variation in CA, micrographs, freezing time of water droplet, ice-adhesion strength of MPCM/ PRTV coating 
before and after 15 de-icing cycles [84]
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application of the process of the superhydrophobic 
roughness structure, especially nanostructures, is prone 
to mechanical damage. Mechanical damage, sacrificial 
physical and chemical effects of surface loss also affect 
the service time limit, self-repair, self-supplementation, 
self-healing and other regenerative functions greatly 
enhance the coating to the market hope. The static 
supercooled water on the surface in Cassie-Baxter state 
is very easy to roll off, effectively inhibiting the solid-
liquid interface icing behavior. However, droplets are 
always present in high humidity environments, and 
dynamic supercooled water is often used in practical 
applications. When in contact with superhydrophobic 
surfaces, it is very easy to change to the Wenzel adhe-
sion state, where the micro-nano structures lead to the 
anchoring effect of droplet icing instead. Therefore, 
the promotion of Cassie-Baxter steady state is a pre-
requisite for the large-scale application of anti-icing 
coatings.

The application prospect of anti-icing coatings is 
extremely broad, and there is an urgent need in the 
fields of infrastructure construction and transport. 
However, the differences in working conditions, sub-
strates, and functions make the coating service com-
plex, variable, and demanding, which puts forward 
higher requirements for the functional composability 
of the coating. Therefore, there is a need for more in-
depth investigation of the mechanism of supercooled 
water nucleation, growth, phase transition, adhe-
sion and other processes, to discover the relationship 
between the surface components of the coating, the 
structure, the mechanical properties of the micro-
zone exists between the law, which will help to target 
the establishment of a multi-factor synergistic coupling 
mechanism.

At present, although there are quite a number of types 
of anti-icing coatings in the laboratory was developed 
and prepared, but there is no more mature products with 
large-scale landing applicability, which is due to the prep-
aration process is relatively cumbersome, the application 
of the site coating process requirements, such as bionic 
antifreeze proteins, such as the cost of production and 
maintenance of the material is still relatively high, and 
gradually optimize the preparation process and control 
of raw material costs can be reduced to the limits of the 
production and application of the results to help market-
able application of the results.
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